TODAY I SET MY
INTENTION.
DAY.1
Today it is New Moon. A new moon happens every 28.5 days - when the side
of the moon facing the Earth is in total darkness. The New Moon represents
new beginnings. A clean slate. It is the perfect time to start a new project or
to set your intentions. An intention is in between a goal & a wish. It is an aim,
to focus on a feeling or a state of being, rather than an outcome. For
example "I intend to listen with compassion", rather than "resolve this
conflict".
Setting your intention is like planting a seed so to say. Planting seeds &
harvesting crops by the Moon cycles is an age-old agricultural practice. Just
Go biggravitational
(or go home).
as the Moon’s
pull causes tides to rise and fall, it also affects
moisture in the soil. Which causes seeds to absorb more water, and thus
swell & open more easily.
Connecting with the phases of the Moon taps into our deep desire to be
in tune with nature. When people lived closer to nature, following her
rhythms, not only with planting seeds but also gathering in ceremonial
circles to set their intentions. They knew that the energy of the 'new' is the
same to all, plants, desires, goals, or projects.
The new moon represents the start of a new cycle, where all things are
possible. All new things, start with a thought, a desire, and a clear intention.
The wise people, of the tribes, lead the ceremony, by using only positive
words, visualizations, emotions, and thoughts, they set their intentions, and
they state: "As the moon is growing so my plans/ intentions will grow. And so
it is".
Now that the intentions are set, just like with a seed, we let go of the
control, and we leave nature to do her magic. We just water our intentions
with positive thoughts and inspired actions throughout the Moon cycle.

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.1
Phrase of the day: "Today I set my intention".
Write this phrase in your journal.
Like the Earth, we have seasons in which we grow. During the New
Moon we set our intention, and as the moon grows, our desires will
grow. Set your intention for these 28.DAYS, by using only positive
thoughts and words and by being as specific as you can.
Examples:
"I intend to grow in kindness"
"I intend for daily moments of joy"
"I intend to feel good in my own skin"
" intend to confidently pursue my dream"
"I intend to set my boundaries & take care of myself first."
"I intend to gain clarity on my next best move"

PRACTICE:
Listen to the meditation 'SET INTENTIONS' anytime you have 10’
minutes of uninterrupted time during the 24hrs of the New Moon.
This meditation will help you to let the intention come from the
heart, instead of the rational, overthinking mind.
Write your intentions on a piece of paper.
Write it as if it has already happened.
Optionally: Fold this paper towards your way, 3 times, and bury it in
a plant or tree that you love. Visualise that your intentions, just like
seeds, will grow, and flourish in abundance.
Stay open.
Enjoy!
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TODAY I OBSERVE
MY ENERGY.
DAY.2

We are energy.
Taoism, a religion and a philosophy
from ancient China (500B.C.), teaches
us that all living creatures ought to
live in a state of harmony with the
universe, and the energy found in it.
Ch’i, or qi, is the energy present in
and guiding everything in the
universe.
The Taoist awareness of energetic
Goinbig
go and
home).
patterns
time,(or
space,
nature
can be compared to the modern
scientific
understanding
of
biomagnetic fields and bioelectricity
as forming a living matrix that
pervades the human body as much
as the earth. All matter and
psychological processes — thoughts,
emotions, beliefs, and attitudes —
are composed of energy. When
applied to the human body, every
atom, molecule, cell, tissue and body
system is composed of energy that
when superimposed on each other
create the human energy field. "Each
human being is made up of 5 trillion
to 10 trillion cells, explains Harvard
Professor Lue, and each cell is 'a
small
universe'
with
its
own
tremendous complexity.

In addition, each cell operates like 'a
remarkably well-organized factory,'
where each component has a very
specific job." Self-organized, without
you having to direct anything, except
creating or maintaining the right
conditions to continue the flow.
Our body is doing its best to
support us & our energy is our
capacity to be & impact the world
around us. We have 4 dimensions of
energy within ourselves: physical,
emotional, mental & spiritual. It is like
4
fuel
tanks
interdependently
comprising our energy. For example,
we can be physically fit, but
emotionally drained, and thus unable
to take action. When 1 of the 4 is
depleted, we go into survival or
apathetic
mode,
affecting
our
thoughts, reactions & actions.
Being able to stay tuned into our
bold, wise, kind, true self, is a lot
easier when our tank is fueled up. So
a good starting point, when we aim
to change our behaviour or beliefs is
to observe our energy on the 4 levels.
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DAY.2
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my energy’.
Please also write this phrase in your journal

PRACTICE: OBSERVE YOUR FUEL.
Today we invite you to observe what fuels you & what drains your
energy throughout the day.
Start with writing down activities, people, things, situations, foods,
information that feed your body, mind, heart & soul, and which ones
drain them.
You can use the visualisation below to track how filled up your 'fuel
tanks' are right now, and what fills or drains them throughout your
day.

BODY.

MIND.

HEART.

SOUL.

Go
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TODAY I OBSERVE
MY BODY.

Our
body
lies.

DAY.3

never

our body whispers. But we
usually don't listen until it
screams.
The best way to begin an
awareness practice is to start
with the body.
Developing greater awareness
of bodily sensations can help us
feel more connected to our
physical self and gain greater
insight into potential causes of
unwanted
feelings.
This
knowledge can make it easier to
address what’s wrong, leading to
improved wellness in body and
mind.
According to the American
Academy of Pediatrics, a mindful
practice,
observing
bodily
sensations (body scan practice)
just before bedtime is highly
recommended to prevent or
relieve insomnia, stress, and
negative thoughts.

Our body is doing it's best to
support us in our busy lives.
Without it, we couldn't achieve
anything.
Our body is undeniable proof of
how we treat ourselves. Our body
big (or
gowe
home).
is like Go
a vehicle.
How
use this
vehicle throughout the years is
reflected in our skin, our bones,
our back, or our internal organs.
Our body's condition is affected
by our thoughts, our emotions,
the environment, and what we
consume.
It sends us warning signals of
future physical or emotional
breakdowns.
Every time our body needs
sleep and we don't rest, every
time we eat something that our
body is not compatible with,
when
we
over-work,
overexercise, or we don't exercise at
all,
ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.3
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my body’.
Write this phrase in your journal

PRACTICE: BODY SCAN practice.
Today I invite you to observe how your body feels during the day.
Start this morning's practice by listening to the meditation 'BODY
SCAN'. Imagine a white light scanning your body from head to toe.
Go through all the parts of the body.
Observe any sensations, pains or tight spots.
Do this practice with care and curiosity.
Don’t judge & leave expectations aside.
Write in your journal any sensations that arise from this practice. You
can also use the following sentence and fill it in multiple times
during the day.
I feel ____(sensation) in my ___(body part) when ____(I do__, think,
listen__, consume ____)
During the day, stay aware of any tensions, sensations. Positive or
negative. No judgement, just observing.
Enjoy!

PS. The 'BODY SCAN' meditation is also a great way to unwind, and
get out of the head, and into the body, before bedtime.
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Go

TODAY I OBSERVE
MY EMOTIONS.

Emotions are
energy in motion.
Our physical world is made up
of electrical and magnetic energy
fields.
The heart's magnetic field, which
is the strongest rhythmic field
produced by the human body,
not only envelops every cell of the
body but also extends out in all
directions into the space around
us.
The heart's magnetic field can
be measured several feet away
from the body and is about
100,000
times
stronger
electrically and about 50,000
times magnetically stronger than
the brain.*
This energy massively affects our
energy field, and our bodies.
The heart is considered a
powerful second 'mind'.
HeartMath institute*

DAY.4
The energy we give to our
thoughts, become e-motions and
travel through our body in the
form of electrical energy.
If we are not aware of the emotion that arises a specific
moment, it stores in our body
and is not released from it, until
we create the space and
awareness for the e-motion to be
processed.
The more we keep bypassing
our emotions the more our body
becomes
the
storage
of
unprocessed emotions. Imagine
an overloaded electrical circuit.
Eventually, it will im- or explode.
When the explosion takes place,
the emotions come up as
physical
and
emotional
breakdowns. Bone or muscle
pains, dysfunctions in our organs,
panic attacks, rage, or burnout.
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DAY.4
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my emotions’
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE
Today we invite you to bring your awareness to your emotional state
and observe how it is shifting from moment to moment.
When you notice a shift, write down how you feel. You can draw the
MOOD JOURNEY in your journal to track your emotions.

Optionally, you can add a more specific emotion underneath; ‘’Right
now, I feel ___ ‘’ and perhaps a description of the situation.
There is no need to change these emotions.
Just observe and listen.
At the end of your day, listen to the meditation 'MOOD JOURNEY
MEDITATION (10 minutes) and fill in any additional emotions you
noticed you had, but you hadn't noted yet.
‘’Right now, I feel ___ ‘’
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TODAY I OBSERVE
MY THOUGHTS.
DAY.5

Monkey Mind.
The Buddha introduced the
term ‘kapacitta’ to describe the
restless, & agitated movement
of the mind. He said, “Just as a
monkey swinging through the
trees grabs one branch and lets
it go to seize another, so too,
that which is called thought,
mind or consciousness arises
and disappears continually both
day and night.”
The average person has
around 70,000 thoughts per
day, which explains where the
sense of constant chatter
comes from.
We like to think that we are
independent and in control of
our mind and thoughts, but
anyone who has tried to
meditate for even five minutes
understands
the
constant
movement of the mind. Most of
our thoughts are repetitious,
based on hopes, and fears.

Such thoughts lead to further
frustration, anxiety, fear & worry.
The Buddha taught people about
the mind, its nature and its
functions. He taught how to
meditate in order to tame the
“monkey mind.” By following
meditation techniques, the mind
will grow more peaceful, more
wise and kind, and more useful to
us.
However, there are times, that our
thoughts are overwhelming to
follow or to stop.
For times like these, he taught
more
physical
meditative
practices,
that
occupy
the
physical body more than the
mind. Practices like walking,
stretching, gardening, writing or
cooking, done mindfully, connect
us with our nature and nature
herself, calm the monkey mind,
and bring peace back to our
minds.
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DAY.5
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my thoughts’.
Write this phrase in your journal.
We can use our minds to our benefit, by becoming AWARE of our
thoughts. Today we observe our monkey mind and we consciously
follow it while it jumps around.
PRACTICE: THOUGHT TRACKING
Today, every time you notice that your mind is wandering, write it
down. It will give you insight into repetitive thoughts you have
spooking around in your mind. It can be related to what you 'have to
do', or 'what you didn't do', or perhaps thought about how you 'see
yourself' or 'let yourself down'. Write them down.
No judgment.
Be kind to yourself.
Just observe the mind.
At the end of the day, take 5 min to read the collection of thoughts
you have written down thought-out the day.
LUNCH BREAK PRACTICE:
1. Listen to the meditation 'WALKING MEDITATION' anytime you
have 10 minutes of uninterrupted time during your day.
Walking meditation is meditation in action.
This meditation is used by the Tibetan monks every day, to
ground the energy of a busy mind, to come to the present
moment and to feel grateful for all the small things in their lives.
2. After the meditation, write the thoughts that you had in your
journal. Take 2 minutes without lifting the pen from the paper
and write down everything that comes up.
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TODAY I OBSERVE
MY BREATH.
DAY.6
Michael Melnychuk, PhD candidate at the Trinity College Institute of
Neuroscience, Trinity explained: "Practitioners of yoga have claimed for
some 2,500 years, that respiration influences the mind. In our study, we
looked for a neurophysiological link that could help explain these claims
by measuring breathing, reaction time, and brain activity in a small area
in the brainstem called the locus coeruleus, where noradrenaline is made.
"Noradrenaline is an all-purpose action system in the brain. When we
are stressed we produce too much noradrenaline and we can't focus.
WhenGo
we big
feel sluggish,
we produce too little and again, we can't focus.
(or go home).
There is a sweet spot of noradrenaline in which our emotions, thinking
and memory are much clearer. "This study has shown that as you breathe
in, locus coeruleus activity is increasing slightly, and as you breathe out it
decreases.''*
There are traditionally two types of breath-focused practices -- those
that emphasise focus on breathing (mindfulness), and those that require
breathing to be controlled (deep breathing practices such as pranayama).
When a person's attention is compromised, practices which emphasise
concentration and focus, such as mindfulness, where the individual
focuses on feeling the sensations of respiration but makes no effort to
control them, could possibly be most beneficial.
In Hindu philosophy, they use the word 'PRANA'. It means 'the vital life
energy that lives everywhere, and we can bring it in our body only
through conscious breathing. Conscious breathing is being aware/paying
attention to your breath. Following our breath. Slowing it down. Opening
the nose, the chest & the belly. That way we give attention to this 'Prana'
that gives us life energy.

*Trinity College Dublin
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DAY.6
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my breath’.
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE: FOLLOW THE BREATH
Today, be AWARE of your breath. It’s a practice you can do
anywhere, and anytime. Just observe your inhalation and exhalation
at different moments during your day. Set several alarms on your
phone to remind yourself. Or place a post-it "breathe" within vision
while working.
Our breath shifts when our moods change, when our thoughts
change, when our bodily sensations change. Our breath is an
excellent indicator of what going on inside ourselves. As well as a
tool to shift moods, thoughts or sensations.
Start your day by listening to the meditation 'BREATHE' (10 min), and
focus on the symbol of breath above, while you are listening to the
recording.
Don’t judge it.
Don’t try to change it,
& leave expectations aside.
Write in your journal any sensations that arise from this practice. Any
thoughts, or feelings.
Breathe in, Breathe out.
Dive in.
ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

Go

TODAY I OBSERVE
MY ACTIONS.

"One day, a long time ago and in a
faraway place, a huge forest fire was
raging the countryside.
All the animals were terrified, running
around in circles, screaming, crying
and
helplessly
watching
the
impending disaster.
But there in the middle of the flames,
and above the cowering animals, was
a tiny hummingbird* busy flying from
a small pond to the fire, each time
fetching a few drops with its beak to
throw on the flames. And then again.
And then again.
After a while, an elephant who was
watching, annoyed by this useless
behaviour on the part of the
hummingbird, cried out: “Tiny bird!
Don’t be a fool. You're not going to
save us all with hose drops of water!”
To which the hummingbird replied,
“You may be right, but I’m going to do
my bit”.'
Finally, a zebra sees that
hummingbird sacrificing himself to
save their home. The zebra gathers his
herd and stops the advancing fire by
kicking dirt on the flames. Other
animals join them.

DAY.7
Eventually, the elephants go to the
lake, fill their trunks and spray water
onto the fire. After several days of
working together, the animal put out
the fire and save their home."
The tiny hummingbird is the
archetype of a great leader. He
combines the power of his Mind and
Body with Spirit and
Heart.
He
demonstrates resilience, inspiration,
and commitment. He is caring,
persistent and dedicated to a solution.
These qualities make him a true
leader.
Our life is made up of moments.
We can alter or impact our own lives,
and that of others, as well as the
natural world, through our actions,
moment to moment. Sometimes
having a ripple effect, way beyond
just that moment.
Being aware of our actions in a
day is powerful, because a lot of what
we do, we do on autopilot, losing
precious energy or depleting others.
or nature, with the best intentions.
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DAY.7
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my actions’
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE: WHAT ARE YOUR HABITS?
Our daily repetitive thoughts, actions, and reactions become our
habits, consciously or unconsciously.
Today we invite you to focus your attention on what you daily do
and ask yourself: How does it make me feel? Does it help me? Is it
something I want to do? And if not, awareness is the first step
towards changing unwanted habits.
At the end of your day, write down what you have done today?
How did you allocate your time? Your energy? Your money?
Think about the following 3 questions:
1. What are your habits when you wake up? In which order do you
do your things? How much time does it take you?
2. What are your habits when you are working? Where do you sit?
Do you take breaks? Are you working on your laptop? On paper?
Or on your phone? Are you in meetings? Are you being distracted?
By what?
3. What do you do at the end of the day? The last 2 hrs before you
go sleep? Are you still busy? Are you winding down gradually?
What do you do the last before you fall asleep?

To start shifting habits use the HABIT TRACKER on the next page.
ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.7
We invite you to write in your journal the above habits, conscious &
unconscious, of your day. Write behind each habit a grade from 1-10
how much this habit is helping you to be your best self.
If you want to keep tracking your habits, you can use the habit
tracker tool below!

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

WEEKLY CHALLENGE
OBSERVING NATURE.

"Simplicity
in
all
things is the secret of
the wilderness and one
of its most valuable
lessons.” — S.F. Olson
Observing nature and her simple
rhythms is a perfect way to rest
and understand our true nature:
We need rest and pauses,
between the actions. Nature is
never in a hurry, yet everything is
accomplished.
Following nature's rhythms, we
understand that Winter (death) is a
necessary season in order to allow
the re-birth of the new. (Spring).
Darkness is also a necessary time
in order to allow all beings to rest
and pause before they start again.
When we observe nature, we are
more aware of our own nature.
Nature heals our bodies and
connects us to the power of our
senses.

WEEK#1
Shamans, the medicine men and
women in Amazon tribes, believe
that the 4 elements are sacred,
and they called upon them, to
heal their tribes. They believe that
we, as part of nature consist of the
same elements, and we can use
them to heal and transform.
Our body is the earth, our blood
is the water, our breath is the air,
and our heart is the fire.
By observing and being close to
nature we allow our whole being
to be deeply healed.
The challenge is to persuade our
busy minds to disconnect from
our devices and most importantly
to disconnect from the endless
need to fill the emptiness. The
earth is very lazy, it's okay if we
follow her wisdom and just sit by
the sea and watch the waves
come in and out, in and out, in
and out...
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WEEK.1
Phrase of the moment: ‘Now I connect with nature'
Please also write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE
It's so simple, yet it can be a challenging practice.
Just to observe nature.
For example, an animal or a plant. A tree or the sea.
A fire or the wind. A leaf that falls, a bee, or the moon.
Make time to relax, to sit and observe something (not someone),
or the elements (earth, wind, water, fire).
The observation will help you to connect more with nature's rhythms and
to accept your human nature. The ups and lows, the little deaths and the
simple joy of life.
Spend an hour or more in nature without a phone or goal.
Just be.

Enjoy!
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DAY.8
By understanding ourselves, we make the first step towards true 'living'.
By understanding, we mean to recognize ourselves as spiritual beings, not
only human doings, rushing & 'being busy' day in day out.
However, by being aware of our true being, we accept the sad truth,
that we spend most of our lives, living unconsciously. Driven by
limitations, fears, doubts, subconscious beliefs, and instincts, we live a life
without purpose or joy, day in and day out.
This acceptance is necessary in order to be awake. The awakening
can happen by recognizing that we have to consistently do the work with
ourselves, and be present at the moment, always acting from a place of
love and inner wisdom.
Unfortunately, awakening usually happens after a shocking event or
trauma that forces us to change and look beyond our human lives for
answers. But it doesn't have to be like this.
Spiritual awakening can happen when we start to become the observer
of ourselves, of our thoughts, emotions, words, and actions. By being
aware of these, we come closer to our true nature, to the wise, kind, bold,
and true self. We come closer to our higher self, our true purpose, and our
potential.
Our life is made up of moments. We can change our lives by changing
one moment at a time. By reflecting on our lives, our choices, our lows,
and highs, we recognize which areas we can improve to be our best
selves. One moment at a time, one honest observation at the time.
The best place to start is to observe & accept where we are now, and
how we got here. Please be true but kind to yourself. Breathe. It's okay.
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DAY.8
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand where I stand'
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE:
In the morning listen to the 'BREATHE' meditation (10min) and then
reflect on the following questions below:
Rate your current life from 1 to 10:
Your health
Your home
Your work
Your love life
Your social life
Your financial situation
How you spend your free time

Secondly, focus on what brought you where you are now, by
reflecting on the following 5 questions:
1-5 things you are most grateful of
1-5 things you regret the most
1-5 things you changed in the last 2 years
1-5 things you learned in the past 2 years
1-5 memories of moments or actions that made you happy?
Write in your journal any insights that you have during the day.
Good luck!
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TODAY I REFLECT
ON MY WORDS.

"Words are a window
into the soul."
What we say matters. Our inner
dialogue is the most important
conversation. Moreover, the words we
externalise, define us.
An ancient Indian quote states "the
words that we say, travel the earth 3
times and come back to us. This is
how important our words are."
This is also an easy way to explain the
Law of cause and effect (Karma).
In our inner conversation, we
describe
our
thoughts
about
ourselves, others, and situations.
When you say the words "I am a
disappointing leader", it means, at
first, you have repeated these
sentences in your mind multiple times
and now you believe it enough to say
it out loud.
Our words, our inner and outer
dialogue, become the wor(l)d we live
in. Daniel Kahneman, Nobel Memorial
Prize winner in Economics and
psychologist in his book "Thinking
Fast and Slow" shares research about
the power of words.

DAY.9
Two groups of students were
given 150 words to make short
sentences. The only difference in
the list -- one group had five
youthful words (vitality etc.) while
the other had five elderly words
(retirement etc.) The real test -- it
took
27%
longer
for
the
participants with the older words
to walk down the hallway after the
project. Ouch! The impact of words
at subconscious levels is eyeopening.
Research in positive psychology
proved that when we deal with
someone who uses negative
speech, we can prevent an
argument, by using the opposite
energy.
Using positive words, like "I
understand", "I feel you", "You are
doing the best you can".
We can change lives, one word
at a time. Most importantly, we can
change our own life by first
observing,
and
then
gently
replacing our inner critic with a
supportive friend inside our head.
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DAY.9
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I reflect on my words’
Please also write this phrase in your journal.
Our words are the interconnection between our inner and outer
world. The words we know, affect how we perceive things or make
sense. What we don't have words for, we don't see.
PRACTICE: The Power of Words.
Start your day by listening to the 'AFFIRMATIONS' meditation (10
minutes). Please hold a mirror during the meditation, or stand in
front of one. This practice will help to realize the power of the spoken
word.
Throughout the day observe the words that you use. Do your words
show you are positive? Negative? Encouraging? Degrading?
Judgemental? Accepting? Kind? Cynical? Impatient? Frustrated?
Complaining? Pleasing? Proving?
We invite you to pay attention to what describes a constraint; "only",
'quickly". Or words describing a burden; "I have to", "it's too much".
Or a regret: "I should have", "I could have", "I would have", "Now it's
too late". Or a fear: "I think I can't", "I am afraid", "I avoid", "I hope
not".
Every time you notice a particular word today, write in your journal:
"Now I said to _____ (person) _____(fill what you said)",
Write down how it made you or the other person feel.
Optionally, reflect on how you would say it differently next time:
Today I wanted/needed to say ____ , instead of _____'.
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TODAY I UNDERSTAND
WHAT I CONSUME.
DAY.10
Epicurus Introduced the term 'hedonistic life'. A life full of pleasure and meaning.
He didn't value bubble baths or luxuries, as he believed that a simple life with
wisely chosen consumptions is a key to a hedonistic life.
In Epicurism terms, a real pleasurable life, would not only be devoted to
momentary pleasures, but would carefully evaluate whether personal decisions
such as the career you choose, or the impact you make in your society.
Consumption is broader than just what we buy. We consume all the time. We
consume with our eyes, our ears, our hands our noses and our mouth. Everything
that we bring inside our system with our senses, is a consumption.
We consciously consume because we want to experience something directly
with our senses (tasting ice cream) or indirectly (getting a compliment on our
new outfit). Moreover, we unconsciously consume all the information around us.
Ancient Greeks pointed out how important it is to be careful of what we
consume. What we consume, we become.
Ayurveda, the ancient Indian medicine system, sees someone as a whole
system. The body structure, our preference for food or drinks, our sleeping
patterns, or our emotional reactions are all connected. What we consume, affects
our system as a whole. Do you need to consume what I need? No, everyone is a
unique system, and only by listening to ourselves, we can understand what we
truly need.
Everything we consume carries the energetic blueprint of the ingredients and
the energy of the people who made them. As Thick Naht Hanh wrote beautifully: "
If you are a poet, you will see clearly that there is a cloud floating in this sheet of
paper. Without a cloud, there will be no rain; without rain, the trees cannot grow:
and without trees, we cannot make paper. The cloud is essential for the paper to
exist." He calls this "Interbeing" is a word that is not in the dictionary yet, but it is a
great reminder that whatever we consume is connected to many other people,
things, nature. Questioning what we truly need can become a life-altering habit.

DAY.10
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand what I consume’
Please also write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE
Start your day by holding a glass filled with a hot or cold drink of
your choice, and meanwhile listen to the 'SENSES' meditation (10’).
Throughout your day be AWARE of everything you consume with all
of your senses.
Again, don’t criticize yourself for anything you consume. Just
observe everything that you consume or you desire to consume.
1. Observe what you buy, what you eat, read, listen to, and watch
throughout the day.
2. Observe if your desire to consume comes from your need to
bypass a negative emotion, or to achieve a state of being, or you
truly desire this consumption.
3. Reflect on how what you consumed today has ripple effects on
your future self, other people & nature?

Write in your journal any thoughts, insights or emotions that
arise from this practice.

Good luck!
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I UNDERSTAND
COMPASSION IS
A SUPERPOWER.
DAY.11
"Compassion is a
sign of strength,
not weakness".

Compassion allows us to connect
with others and ourselves, and be
free of harmful emotions.
Compassionate leaders lead from
within.
The qualities that they
embody
are
encouragement,
empathy,
active
listening,
empowerment, helping people to
open up, feel safe and heard.
A compassionate leader is always
rewarded with generosity and
kindness, and undeniable loyalty.
We grow in compassion every
time it is tested. When we can
break the cycle of emotional
reactions. Life is our learnings
ground when we can stay present,
and not get lost in our perception
of reality. To zoom out, put
ourselves in others' shoes. To focus
on love & connection, vs 'winning'.
Compassion helps to soften our
view. We relax. Our beliefs become
more fluid. Open to be re-written.
In its essence compassion is truly
liberating for all.

The Buddha introduced the term
'Karuna’ to describe compassion for
others.
Karuna
is
the
understanding, the desire and
actions to remove harm and
suffering from others.
In a world full of isolation, that
celebrates the ego, our thoughts
and actions are mostly self-centred.
Even in the healing and
transformational journey, the focus
generally happens in a way that
aims to make us feel good, and the
others toxic, harmful, and guilty.
In order to resolve we might blame
others in a way that fills us with
hate and resentment, and away
from compassion. True healing is a
process that lets us forgive and
understand others, but without
being attached to their story,
emotions, and actions.
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DAY.11
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand compassion is a superpower.'
PRACTICE
Start your day by listening to the 'COMPASSION' meditation (10min).
Throughout your day we invite you to practice empathy: That gateway to
alter our limiting beliefs. Whoever you meet today, put yourself in their
shoes and feel what they could possibly feel in order to behave, act, or say
the way they do. It can be your colleague, a cashier, or a beggar on the
street.
Notice if you find yourself feeling superior, resentful or indifferent to those
around you. Or if you are in conflict with someone. Big or small. We invite
you to observe. Instead of blaming or judging 'the other' we invite you to
explore & question your experience of the situation. And instead of
pointing out how you are different (further distancing), seek how you are
similar (connection). An easy but transformative way to come back to love
and kindness is to realise that we are all one. We are sharing the same
qualities, emotions and behaviours. Notice we are all the same in some
way. Even our worst enemies.
Use the 'JUST LIKE ME TOOL' below. This tool, by spiritual teacher Ram
Dass, invites us to be kind, open-hearted and forgiving. It’s easy to love
someone who is kind to us, but what about someone who is triggering
us?
Think of a situation with someone with whom you are struggling to feel
love, kindness or compassion for. And follow the instructions below:
In the left column, you write his/her name, and below all the things
that annoy you in this person
In the right column, you write your name, and below you write just like
me, next to all the ‘annoying qualities’
Then pause and think:
Are you feeling/acting the same way towards this person?
Are you feeling/acting the same way towards yourself?
Are you feeling/acting the same way towards someone else?
And fill in accordingly.
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TODAY I
UNDERSTAND MY
LIMITING BELIEFS.
Everything
is
a
reflection of our
inner world.
We see the world not as it is, but
as we programmed ourselves to
believe it is. For example, when I
have the limiting belief I am not
good enough, I continuously, unconsciously- search for evidence
in situations and people around me
to confirm my belief.
Our beliefs form the subconscious
mind, which is responsible for 95%
of our thoughts. The subconscious
mind drives us. We are only aware of
5% of our thoughts.
Our core belief system is created
during the first years of our life.
Beliefs
around
self-identity,
relationships, safety, health, or core
mechanisms
developed
during
these first years. Our subconscious
mind even starts developing during
pregnancy (Jung). That's why we
often don't know what our beliefs
are. Most of the time, there are no
memories to recall in order to
understand why we programmed
ourselves the way we are.

DAY.12
What we can do is observe the self
in the present moment and be
aware of our inner patterns and
repetitive voices inside our heads.
We manifest our thoughts into
reality, we can start observing the
patterns in our lives. Which lesson
or conflict keep coming back? This
is a key to unlocking the
subconscious mind.
Practising awareness is an
impactful, yet neverending practice.
It is like peeling the layers of an
onion. Uncovering patterns &
beliefs little by little.
In fact, Buddhists study the same
teachings and practice the same
'basic'
mindfulness
practices
(breathing, body scan, walking
meditation) again & again for years.
The power is in our consistency and
level of attention, not in how
'advanced' the practice is. These
practices are powerful in their
simplicity and repetition. Through
it, we remind our ego to be humble
and keep practising with curiosity
and joy. (continue on next page)
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TODAY I
UNDERSTAND MY
LIMITING BELIEFS.
DAY.12
To keep a beginners mind, every
time we practice, even after 1000
times.
The Dalai Lama himself goes back
to the breath and the simple
practice of being in the present
moment (mindfulness) no matter
how big or small the challenges that
he faces in life.
However, even if we do all the
above, and we are aware of the self,
it's frustrating to observe how our
human nature brings us back to the
same ways of thinking, to the same
reactions and problems. It takes
time, be kind, stay curious & light.
Judgement & self-blame don't
evoke change. Instead, they drain
us, and when we feel drained we
more easily fall back into old habits
& patterns. So we remind you with
the following quote:

"Instead
of
counting
how often you forgot to
act
with
awareness,
count the few beautiful
moments in which you
were fully clear and
aware of things. These
few
moments
will
suffice to save you.
They are enough to make
you healthy and to heal
you. And if you focus
on these moments, then
you will continue to
grow and expand your
consciousness"

- Osho.
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DAY.12
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand my limiting beliefs'.
PRACTICE
If something is not working smoothly in your life, it means there is some
kind of limiting belief hidden underneath. Instead of blaming or judging
'the other' we invite you to explore & question your experience of the
situation.
Take 1 minute to breathe consciously. 5 seconds in & 5 seconds out
through the nose. Sink into the slow rhythm. Repeat 6 times to get to 1
minute. You can use tapping of the fingers to count to 5.
Now imagine a specific situation in the past that triggered you. (You can
pick someone from any area of your life: relationships. career, family, etc).
Bring to mind the person & the conversation, and how it made you feel at
the time. Fill in (30-60 min) the 'Judge your Neighbour Worksheet'*. (on
the next page)
Can you challenge your own story (how you perceived it)? Ask yourself, is
it 100% true? Or can you shift perspective? Zoom out & find 'counterevidence' in other instances? Because our mind unconsciously always
seeks to create situations & find evidence to confirm our limiting belief.
Try to challenge your own thoughts. Then practice the turnaround.
Repeat this worksheet every time you feel triggered, to challenge yourself
to zoom out and uncover the hidden limiting belief.
If you find it too challenging, start with less triggering situations.
Don't forget to not take it all too serious.
Breathe. Smile.

*The Work, by Byron Katie
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DAY.12

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

TODAY I
UNDERSTAND MY
LIMITING HABITS.

"We
are
what
we
repeatedly
do,
therefore excellence
is not an act, but a
habit." - Artistotle
We have many kinds of habits. How
we take care of ourselves, eat, sleep,
exercise, or the lack thereof, are all
habits. As well as our patterns of
thoughts. Playing the tapes with
repetitive stories in our minds is a
habit. Our reactions to questions &
situations are habits. How we spend
money. What we read, and watch.
Until the words we use, and even
our body postures are habits. Often
unconscious, yet standard ways of
being, acting and reacting.
Habits feel familiar and thus
comfortable to us (even when they
are not helping us, negative, toxic, or
self-destructive)
Habits become part of us. Patterns
of behaviour are carved into our
daily life, like carving in a thick wood.

DAY.13
Habits are functional. They save us
from thinking time in the present
moment. We can act on autopilot.
That's okay. Except when the habit
is in our way and preventing us
from being our best selves.
Changing habits is challenging
exactly for that reason: "we do it
without
thinking".
Through
awareness, we add this conscious
thinking in the present moment.
To give ourselves a 3-second
window of being present, to
choose consciously what to do, say,
eat etc.
As we become more aware of
our habits, we come closer to the
truth of how we live our daily lives.
As well as help us predict our
future because we become what
we do daily. It is through attention,
and curiosity we shift habits in a
lasting way, not through force,
punishments or rewards. Rebuild a
trusting relationship with yourself.
So you can count on yourself.
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DAY.13
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand my limiting habits'
Write this phrase in your journal.

"Watch your thoughts,
they become your words;
watch your words,
they become your actions;
watch your actions,
they become your habits;
watch your habits,
they become your character;
watch your character, I
t becomes your destiny.”
― Lao Tzu
PRACTICE:
Start your day by writing down the parts of your character you love. As
many as you can think of. Then write down the parts of your character
that upset or disappoint you or others. Breathe. It's okay.
Secondly write down several habits you do regularly, that serve you,
make you proud, or give you peace of mind.
Thirdly, write down several habits that are unhelpful, not serving you
anymore, negative, or even toxic or self-destructive.
Throughout your day we invite you to observe other things you do regularly,
you didn't notice were a habit. For example, interrupting other people, or
saying yes to every request, or asking permission/confirmation to others, or
isolating yourself when you feel pressured? Whatever the pattern may be.
Don't judge. Just observe. Keep notes in your journal throughout the day.
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TODAY I
UNDERSTAND MY
RIPPLE EFFECTS.
DAY.14
"Earth provides enough to satisfy every
man's need, but not every man's greed."
As we become more aware of our habits, we come closer to the truth. We
influence everything around us, with our thoughts, emotions, and actions.
We can see how our actions have consequences if we take a look at the
climate crisis, the ozone hole, and plastic pollution. We, humans, have
managed to put our planet in danger in just 50 years, with their actions.
As western civilization developed rapidly in the last decades, we became
more demanding and greedy. Our ancestors experienced poverty, war, and
hunger. With good intentions but the feeling of scarcity, they fought to create
abundance for the next generations. We grew up learning to ask for more.
More food, toys, clothes, money, cars, houses, experiences, relationships, drugs.
Always wanting more is the disease of western civilization. This is also part
of the root cause of bonus cultures, depression, burnouts, and eating disorders.
Endless consumption to cover the fear of not being good enough. We might
feel that we constantly need to progress more and own more, in order to be
enough. However, our consumption has a detrimental effect on mother earth.
Changing our ripple effects starts within ourselves. By experiencing we are
nature. We are part of a bigger picture and everything is connected. How we
exploit ourselves (lack of self-care, always being busy, burnouts, money-driven
etc.), how we exploit other people (for example, inhuman workloads, or bad
working conditions in 3rd world countries etc.), and ultimately how we exploit
nature (cutting trees, desertification, usage of fossil fuels etc.)We are part of
the earth, but we act as if we own her, and we have the right to exploit her. A
wise reminder from Ancient Native American Tribes: "We do not inherit the
earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children."
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DAY.14
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand my ripple effects'
Write this phrase in your journal.
You create a ripple effect with every action, decision, conversation. Our
money is energy, and anything we give attention to, will grow. What do
you support with the choices you make when buying things you need?
Who & what will benefit? Who & what will be negatively impacted?
PRACTICE:
Thich Naht Hanh, a renowned Buddhist monk, explains in his book
"Peace with Every Step", that we can create positive ripple effects just
where we are, by walking consciously, lovingly, wishing the earth and its
visitors well.
Listen to the 'WALKING MEDITATION' (10 min) while you are barefoot in
nature, and use the intention to walk on this earth with loving kindness.
Today observe everything and everyone you support with your actions,
and your energy (money). Write down a 3 layers deep chain of
corporations, people, nature and how they are affected by your choices
(actions, reactions, words, consumptions).
For example:
Situation: You Inspire a team member to practice meditation when stressed.
1. The team atmosphere is calmer
2. Therefore another team member is less tired at end of the day.
3. He/she can respond kindly, instead of stressed, to their child because of it.
Situation: You buy apples that were grown with harmful pesticides
1. You eat apples that risk your health in the future
2. The farm that produces in a cheap manner is supported to continue.
3. The nature around the farm continuous to perish (bees, birds, insects).
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I WALK IT
OFF. (10K)
WEEK#2
"As you start to
walk on the way, the
way appears." - Rumi
Tchaikovsky took a walk every
morning, before sitting down to work
on his music. Einstein walked on the
beach when he needed to work out
complex
problems.
Steve
Jobs
preferred to conduct meetings while
walking. These and many more of the
greatest minds in history made
walking a key part of the fabric of their
lives and work.
It's an age-old practice. Saint
Augustine of Hippo (354-430 AD),
Bishop and Doctor of the Church
created the Latin term "Solvitur
ambulando" which means "it is solved
by walking".
More 'recently', In 2014, a Stanford
study produced some truly wonderful
results that may help to explain why.
Their findings support the role of
walking as a path to brilliant ideas and
prodigious creativity.

They found that creative output
increased by 60% on average when
walking compared to sitting. They
defined creative output by testing
“divergent thinking”, or the ability to
come up with a variety of creative ideas
by
exploring
different
possible
solutions. Furthermore, they found you
don’t need to go to these lengths to
benefit from a creativity boost: the
study found impacts on creativity from
short walks ranging from 5-16 minutes.
Also indoors works, or just a quick walk
before you start brainstorming at your
desk. As authors Opezzo & Schwartz
(2014)* stated: “walking opens up the
free flow of ideas”.
The other side effects of a good walk?
Walking helps boost your mood
because it increases blood flow and
blood circulation to the brain and body.
As a result, it can improve negative
moods, ward off depression, and
improve self-esteem. Plus it is a helpful
way to get out of our head, into our
body & focus our attention on our steps
or what we see along the way.
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*Give your ideas some legs: The positive effect of walking
on creative thinking.. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory and Cognition. 40 (4):1142-52.

WEEK#2
Phrase: ‘Now I go for a long walk’
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE:
Schedule a block of 2 hours or more to go for a long walk.
Without phone (or on flight mode in case you get lost haha)
Choose an environment you like or easy to access.
It could be through the city, randomly taking lefts & rights.
It could be through the park or a forest.
It could be on the beach.
There is no goal.
Let your mind wander.
If you notice it goes into overthinking,
bring your attention back to your footsteps,
the breath, or things you see around you.
Take a couple of deep breathes.
In through the nose, out through the mount.
Then breathe consciously through the nose.
5 seconds in, and 5 seconds out. Sink into the rhythm.
You can use tapping of the fingers to count to 5.
Reflect on a question, problem or issue you are facing.
Just keep walking.
See what arises.
Make notes in your journal afterwards.
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TODAY I AM MY
OWN BEST FRIEND.

"Just before you go on
stage. There is that inner
voice saying "you are gonna
fail, nobody cares what you
have to say, why are you
even here, who do you think
you are?!" We would never
say this to a friend, but we
say it to ourselves..."
How we talk to and what we think
about ourselves, shows what we
believe about ourselves. After the past
days of observing our words, thoughts
and actions, we can start changing
the way we treat ourselves in our
minds.
Our inner critic is often on autopilot.
We might be unaware of how we talk
to ourselves or how our self-talk is
affecting us. Is it the inner critic, of
"never enough", "don’t even try", "are
you stupid?" etc. ? OR is it your inner
friend, encouraging you, forgiving
you, believing in you?
The way we talk to ourselves can
both drain us or fuel us. And it's often
not even our own 'voice', but that of
those that raised or shaped us.

DAY.15
''Would you be friends with someone
who talks to you, like you talk to
yourself?”.
This question can give
insights that can change how you
experience daily life.
Journaling our self-talk is a powerful
tool. It shows us through which
glasses we are seeing ourselves & the
world. Are you fearful, doubtful,
distrusting? Or brave, confident & full
of trust? Are you lying to yourself
saying it's all good, or you don't care or
it's not that important? Or are you
honest, kind, and compassionate?
Everything that is created started
with a thought. Including ourselves &
what we have become. Everything
which follows “I AM” is what we
manifest for ourselves.
How we talk to ourselves often
explains a lot about how we talk to
others, and thus the ripple effects we
create.
Conscious self-talk (incl. affirmations)
can help rewrite the tape we play in
our minds. To choose to be our own
best friend in the heat of the moment,
and guard our inner peace & energy.
It's your choice of words.
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DAY.15
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I am my own best friend’.
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE: BE YOUR OWN BFF
Today we invite you to observe your self-talk & turn it around.
You can use the 'Be Your Best Friend' tool.
This tool will help you track your self-talk, and use positive thoughts and
affirmations to instantly turn it around.
1. During your day, observe your self-talk and take notes when it is
negative. Describe the situation or trigger. And how it makes you feel.
2. At the end of the day, for every negative self-talk, imagine your best
friend next to you, correcting these negative thoughts, and replacing
them with something encouraging, decisive, positive or neutral.
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TODAY I SET MY
BOUNDARIES.
DAY.16
"Daring to set boundaries is about having
the courage to love ourselves even when we
risk disappointing others."
Typically, we think of setting boundaries is all about saying “no” to protect
ourselves. We focus on words such as declining and refusing. When we do
not identify, set, and maintain boundaries, we may say yes when we really
mean no. We may make other people’s problems our priorities, perhaps at
the expense of our own needs.
Not setting boundaries may also be evident when we accept abuse or
unfair treatment. We may also become overly apologetic and not speak about
what we are truly feeling. In short, a lack of boundaries may be a catalyst for
compassion fatigue. In contrast, setting healthy boundaries is a way to stand
up for our values and maintain both our self-respect and our respect for
others. It is a way to prevent and limit our annoyance, frustration, and anger
AND increase the likelihood of behaving in the ways that we desire.
As Brené Brown says in her book, Daring Greatly, setting very clear
boundaries about what we are willing to do, unwilling to do, willing to take
on, and unwilling to take on, is an integral part of being compassionate. In the
process of developing compassion, we must, therefore, learn how and when
to apply compassionate boundaries, as well as when to relax or let go of our
boundaries. Being clear is kind, being unclear is unkind.
To keep our focus on the long run, and overcome instant indulgence, or
our ego wanting to prove, please, ignore or hide, and instead stay true to
ourselves. It's about practising to respect our & others boundaries & needs.
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DAY.16
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I set my boundaries’.
Please also write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE
In line with yesterday's theme, to be your best friend, today we
will practice communicating our boundaries with a kind NO.
Either towards ourselves or others.
'No' is a full sentence'
Keep in mind, Clear = kind, unclear = unkind. If you say yes, but
actually can’t deliver or don't want it in the long run that’s
unkind. You are not helping others, nor yourself.
A crucial part in setting boundaries is setting your priorities.
Write down in your journal:
1. What truly matters to me? Write down people, qualities,
activities, goals.
2. What matters most? Rank the above.
3. If you envision the ideal you, what are the behaviours & values
you want to demonstrate in your job, in your relationships, and
regarding your health?
Keep those 2 lists in mind today, and identify and communicate
the boundaries that you want to set towards others, or yourself,
to support you in being the person you want to be.
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TODAY I ASK FOR
HELP.
DAY.17
"If you can’t ask for help without selfjudgment, you cannot offer help without
judging others."
We learned that we must have it all together, all the time. Our fear of
appearing too needy, too lost or too vulnerable, keeps us away from asking for
help. We may be afraid of overstepping the boundaries in a relationship with
another person if we ask for help. This is ironic in a way because as human
beings, we love to feel useful to others. We often love, and overdo, helping
others.
Hundreds of years ago, if you wanted help with sowing the land, you asked
your neighbour. Our society was built on helping others. Nowadays, many
areas that were traditionally based on human connections, are paid. We pay
for psychological support, for cleaning our house, for learning skills, even for
entertainment. But so many of those things could still be free.
When we ask for help and support, we widen the ripple effect of kindness.
We offer the opportunity to others to share their knowledge, talents, and
skills, and we encourage them to ask for help as well.
By asking for help, we lighten the burden of walking alone in this life. Even
if our request will be rejected, just the act of asking for help eliminates our
ego and makes us feel human again. Realising our human dimension helps us
to release some of the tension and to see our problem from a different
perspective.
Sharing and asking, helps us to clearly see that we are not alone, that our
problems are not so big, and that we can lighten the load, together.

DAY.17
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I ask for help'
Please also write this phrase in your journal.
Time to reflect on how to continue the current development process, and
how to make changes happen. Who can help you stay on this path?
Whatever our position or knowledge is, we all need to ask for help, guidance
and for wisdom. It doesn't mean that the other person knows better than us,
but that we are open to trusting, and open to receiving help.
PRACTICE
Today we invite you to find 3 people who can help you on the
continuation of this self-development journey. Write the things that you
want to continue doing and find 3 people who can support you and push
you to be your better self.
Write 3x the following:
1. Out of these 21 days, I want to keep doing .....
2. ........ (person's name) could help me keep doing ........ (the thing you
want to continue doing) because he is ....... (quality of his character that
can help you achieve your goals).
3. Ask! Be kind, and point out their valuable qualities, (or feeling that you
have for each other)!
Breath for a few seconds before you speak to them and then ask for
help. You can use the words: "I would really appreciate your help on
something that is important to me."
Good luck!
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TODAY I SPEAK
MY TRUTH.

Truth is liberating.

DAY.18

When we were kids, we were told many times to stop talking, complaining,
or crying. What we subconsciously understood, is that expressing our
feelings, and listening to our hearts is wrong. And that if we do so, we are not
lovable, or good enough.
On the other hand, our society's school system needs to educate us in a
way that we are valuable to this world, and we do as we are told, in order to
be productive. In this system, there was not much room for our truth, our
needs, and our desires.
So we became adults, who don’t know how to say yes or no, how to say I
am sorry, I am sad, I am angry, I need help. We can even see gender patterns
in the way we speak our truth.
Usually, women hide their true feelings, in order to be polite and kind as
they were told as little girls. They can become pleasing, and eventually they
explode and are called crazy.
Men, on the other hand, were often told that being vulnerable is wrong,
and they hide their feelings and struggles with silence or express it through
blame and anger, in order to feel 'man' enough.
Not expressing our truth, causes emotional blockages, that manifest in our
body with physical issues, and even organ dysfunction.
The reason why it's so hard to speak our truth is that we are disconnected
from our hearts. In yogic therapy, we treat any diseases of the jaw, neck,
shoulders, and throat, by focusing on the healing of the heart. There is only
one way to learn how to speak our truth.
To connect with our hearts.
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DAY.18
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I speak my truth’.
Write this phrase in your journal.
Our heart never lies, she is never defensive or speaks badly about
others. She expresses all kinds of feelings with kindness and
compassion. We express, we talk from our throat, but if we are
angry, our gut speaks. If we are jealous, our genitals speak, and If we
are afraid, we speak from our pelvis.
When we express our truth, our heart speaks.
Choosing to speak our truth from the place of the heart is the key to
great communication, connection and relationships with others.
PRACTICE
This morning we invite you to listen to the 'HEART MEDITATION',
Connect with your heart and hold this feeling the whole day.
If you find an opportunity during the day to consciously speak your
truth, go for it. Lean in.
If there is an important conversation you need to have, you can do it
today, from your heart. Speak the truth from a place of peace and
kindness. You can use the affirmation "I am safe", "I am honest", "I
am loved" if you feel hesitant.

Good luck!
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TODAY I CHOOSE
COMPASSION FOR
MYSELF.
"We can’t be kind
to others if we
don’t
experience
compassion
for
ourselves."
The way we talk to ourselves,
the kind of information and
goods we consume, is a great
indicator of how much we love
ourselves.
Self-love is often a vague
concept. Many of us love
ourselves, but in a very rational
way. Self-love truly means to be
aware of who I am and embrace
myself completely.
Self-love is also, to give the
energy, time, and resources to
develop myself truly. To take care
of myself and be kind to me,
especially when I mess up in life.
To
act
as
a
caring
&
understanding parent towards
ourselves.

DAY.19
The ability or not, to be
compassionate
with
ourselves
developed on a very young age.
Analytical psychology uses the term
'inner
child'
to
describe
our
subconscious mind, which developed
during childhood.
The inner child is always present
and it's quite independent. It feels,
thinks, and behaves in the way that
we learned during childhood.
Depending on how people treated
us, or treated each other in front of us,
during childhood, shaped the level of
self-love, self-acceptance and selfcare.
Every time we beat ourselves up,
we are strict, or we demand from
ourselves to perform better, our inner
child is hurting and it feels less
lovable or less good enough.
When we are compassionate with
our grown-up selves, our inner child,
is healing. Embrace the challenges
you face, as Desmond Tutu reminds
us beautifully: "We grow in kindness
when it is tested."
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DAY.19
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I choose compassion for myself’
Please also write this phrase in your journal.
We invite you to talk to yourself in a way you would talk to a small
child, or a puppy, with encouragement, love, acceptance and
compassion.
PRACTICE
Start your day with the 'INNER CHILD' meditation anytime you have
This is the most important meditation of this program.
Today we invite you to be AWARE of how you treat yourself, your
inner child to choose to practice self-compassion.
1. Observe your thoughts and every time you feel that you judge
yourself or you are very strict with yourself.
2. Observe any self-sabotaging actions that you take towards
yourself.
Optionally: Correct yourself with the following affirmations.
'"t's okay even if you messed up."
"You are worthy and loving just the way you are."
"You can try again, I am proud of you anyway'."

Good luck!
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TODAY I LISTEN TO
MY INNER WISDOM.

"Muddy
water
is
best
cleared
by
leaving it alone.
Your
own
nature
will begin to take
care of itself."
- Alan Watts
We have been taught in school,
in our society, to solve problems
with our minds. Taking into
account pro's & con's & making
the 'optimal' choice. This can
become an endless process (the
monkey mind loves this) and lead
to overthinking. Especially with
age-old questions that can't be
answered with the mind. We
need our inner wisdom.
The heart, your intuition or gut
feeling – no matter how you
prefer to label it – is so much
more than just an organ or a
mere feeling:

DAY.20
"It’s the creativeness of the universe
speaking right through you. It’s the
essence of many people’s spiritual
and emotional wisdom and valuable
guidance from deep within."
Ancient philosophers and scientists
such as Aristotle and the Roman
physician Galen considered the heart
as the seat of thought, emotion,
passion and reason.
In Chinese, the word for mind is best
translated as heart-mind. Pointing
out the two are inseparable.
Go with your gut”, “Trust your
instincts”, “Follow your intuition” and
“Listen to your inner voice.” That all
sounds great, right? If only it were
that easy. With all the external noise
and internal conflict, how do we listen
to our inner wisdom?
Therefore it's beneficial to take time
to be fully aware. To do less before
doing more. Free the body from the
busyness to see clearly. To rest. To
place our hand on our hearts, place
the question, and patiently wait for
what arises, without expectations.

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.20
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I listen to my inner wisdom’
Write this phrase in your journal.
"The mind is capable of the most beautiful creative works of art; it’s the root of
brilliant scientific theories and the origin of inventive solutions for complicated
problems. But, the mind is also caught up within the boundaries of this
physical life and the drama and fear that come with it. It can be hopelessly out
of touch with your true essence, the source of wisdom emanating from within
and the knowledge of who you truly are.
Your true heart is not subject to chaos or limited by pain, fear and neuroses, but
is joyful, creative and loving. Some believe the heart can be too uncertain and
even misguided, but that is the head talking! It is actually a source of great
richness, and this wealth is one that cannot be squandered or lost. It is the core,
the essence of your being, a reservoir of joy, powerful love and infinite
compassion that lies within you." - Ed and Deb Shapiro, in Listen Up! Why Being
in Your Heart is Better Than In Your Head

PRACTICE
Start your day with the 'INNER PEACE' meditation.
Today we invite you to take decisions with your heart's guidance.
Breathe consciously with your hand on your heart. Ask your
question. Wait for the advice your heart gives you.
Start with simple decisions, like what to eat or drink.
What to do next? What to say?
Optionally: Ask your heart also the following questions
What is it I really need right now?
What truly matters to me?
What brings me joy?

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

TODAY I DEFINE
MY SUCCESS.

“Success is liking
yourself, liking what
you do, and liking
how you do it."
― Dr. Maya Angelou
In our society, success is measured
by the level of education, job, salary,
fame, buildings, cars, luxuries etc. It is
focused on material possessions a.k.a.
"having it all" as an expression of our
success, without taking other aspects
into consideration. It is portrayed as a
super comfortable, effortless, relaxing,
polished life.
How we traditionally define success
is changing. That success is more
about how you feel than what you
own.
How do you feel when you are
successful? Proud of putting in the
effort? Confident, grateful? Stronger
than before? Persistent? Happy not
giving up on what you believe in?
According to Buddha someones'
well-being and happiness are the
result of persistent effort (utthanasampada), the accomplishment of

DAY.21
watchfulness
(arakkha-sampada),
good friendship (kalyanamittata)
and balanced livelihood (samajivikata). Simply put, being an expert,
conscious with the money made,
having solid & inspiring people
around you, and not being insatiable.
Perceptions of success differ across
cultures.
Research
(Osborne
&
Guenther, 2013) provides insight into
the role of language & education in
defining success: “Language is the
verbalisation of the most sensitive
and deeply nuanced elements of a
collective understanding of the
world, providing a platform for
shared
meaning,
making
and
expression of internalised values.”
According to Aboriginals,
successful,
purposeful
life
is
connected to knowledge of, and
experience with one’s heritage,
language, cultural practices, spiritual
beliefs (Colquhoun & Dockery, 2012)
Is success connected to your
personal growth journey? That whom
you become in the process, is more
important than the dream?

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.21
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I define what success means to me’.
Write this phrase in your journal.

Being aware of our definition of success is a powerful aspect of your
daily decision-making compass.

PRACTICE
Today we invite you to define what success means to you.
Step 1. Keep it super small & practical. Observe your perception of
what makes it a good day? Or a bad day? What did you do? Learn?
Hear? Say? Which thoughts or emotions did you experience?
Step 2. Make it a bit broader. What would make the upcoming
month a good month for you? Which outcomes? Which material
things? Which moments experienced? Which qualities practised?
Step 3: Let's take it a bit further. What would make the upcoming
year a good year for you?
Step 4: Let's take it one step further & stretch it over a lifetime. What
makes a good life in your perception? Your experiences? Your
relationships? Your ripple effects? Your possessions? Your personal
victories?
Write down whatever insights come to mind.
There is no right or wrong.
Success! ;)

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

I RISE & SET
WITH THE SUN.
WEEK#3
"Up at dawn, the dewy
freshness of the hour,
the morning rapture of
the birds, the daily
miracle of sunrise, set
her heart in tune, and
gave her nature's most
healing balm."
— Louisa May Alcott
Circadian rhythms are physical,
mental, and behavioural changes that
follow a 24-hour cycle. These natural
processes respond primarily to light
and dark and affect most living things,
including
animals,
plants,
and
microbes. Chronobiology is the study of
circadian rhythms.
Due to the bright lights in cities, at
home, or at the office, but also our
screens this circadian rhythm gets
disturbed and confused. It affects our
sleep rhythm, our blood pressure, and
our hormone production.
Mo

We sometimes forget that we are
nature. For example, we share 50% of
DNA with plants, trees and funghi.
The DNA sequence is similar enough
that scientists can trace them all back
to a single ancient gene. Plants and
human cells also have many of the
same parts: the mitochondrion, Golgi
apparatus,
rough
and
smooth
endoplasmic
reticulum,
nucleus,
cytoplasm and ribosomes. Both require
nutrients, sun and water to survive.
Photosynthesis and respiration are the
two essential processes that allow life
to sustain itself on earth. It's a cycle —
plants & trees provide us with oxygen,
and humans help plants “breathe” by
providing them with carbon dioxide.
Mushrooms are even more similar to
humans than plants. Because, when
mushrooms are exposed to sunlight
they also produce vitamin D.
Being aware of our true nature and
living in tune with nature brings our
beings great joy, health & wisdom. It's
deeply nourishing to follow the sun's &
moon's rhythm, to get enough sunlight,
fresh air, water, and nutrients. Try it!
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WEEK#3
Phrase: ‘Now I follow the rhythm of the sunrise sunset’
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE
This week we invite you to adjust your schedule to the natural
circadian rhythm. Waking up with the rising of the sun. And
avoiding (bright) lights after the sun sets.
Below you find the 'CIRCADIAN RHYTHM TOOL' this can be used as a
guideline to design your day accordingly. Work with what's possible
for you right now. Stay open & curious. Pay attention to how your
body feels, how it affects your thoughts, and perhaps your mood.
Make notes in your journal to capture your observations & insights.
As well as ideas or suggestions on how you can align your body/life
more with this natural rhythm in the future.

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

TODAY I
ENVISION MY
FUTURE SELF.
DAY.22
“Have the courage to
follow your heart and
intuition.
They
somehow already know
what you truly want
to become. Everything
else is secondary.”
- Steve Jobs
It is human nature to seek
guidance from a higher wisdom.
In ancient Greece, the city of
Delphi had long traditions of
being the centre of the world.
Greeks, foreign dignitaries, leaders
and kings travelled to Delphi for
answers. No major decision was
made before consulting the
oracle. Above the doorway of the
temple, it said “know thyself”.

True wisdom is knowing what
you do not know. Recognizing
the limits of your own wisdom
and understanding. Our mind is
a limited tool, therefore, we need
to connect with our heart &
intuition.
Why envision your future self?
Our inner child holds our
traumas, fears, and desires. Our
future self is our higher self, free
from this ego. It's the essence of
who you are and has letten go of
whatever held you back.
Ask yourself, who are you at the
core? Who are you without a
title? Without expectations, fears
or limiting beliefs? What would
you do if you do not have to
prove anything to anyone? If you
are already enough?

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.22
Phrase of the day: "Today I envision my future self."
Write this phrase in your journal.
Good to note: Today's practice will also be done during the live session.
Feel free to do it in the morning on your own as a replacement, or as a
preparation.

PRACTICE:
Anything impactful or meaningful starts with a vision. It is an
empowering act to envision ourselves in the future. Use the guided
"Future Self Meditation" to connect with yourself in the future &
bring the known or unknown dreams you have for yourself to the
surface.
Write a letter to your future self in 6 months, either in your journal or
via www.futureme.org (receive it at a set date) to remind yourself of
what matters to you & to encourage yourself to stay on track. In the
letter we invite you to elaborate on:
Where do you see yourself in 5-10 years?
Which beliefs, qualities, habits or rituals you have let go or gained?
How do you feel by then?
Write some positive and encouraging words to remind yourself why
this is important to you.
Share the intention you have for your future self.
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TODAY I LISTEN
ACTIVELY.
DAY.23
"The art of listening
is a key quality of
great leaders."
Listening is truly an art. Usually,
we don’t truly listen to each
other, we just wait to respond.
We are often never taught how
to listen actively. We say we want
to understand, but we don't
listen. We project our own fears,
assumptions, interpretations and
desires to others' words. Every
word we hear is a trigger to our
ears. Positive or negative.
We hear based on our belief
system,
and
we
respond
accordingly. The art of listening is
the art of keeping the focus on
the other, versus getting lost in
our own mind. It's about being
patient and present. Listen and
Silent are the same words,
written in a different way. By
staying present and silencing the
inner critic who judges us and
others all the time,

we can reply not only to words
but
also
to
feelings
and
expectations. We can have a
heart-to-heart conversation.
The art of effective listening is
the gateway to real, deep and
clear communication.
By letting space for others to
be fully heard we create the
fundamental
soil
for
great
relationships, trust and honest
feedback. By listening actively we
create deeper & true connections
with the people around us.
Plus it boosts our confidence.
If you want someone to fly, make
them feel heard, valued &
understood.
Lastly, the best insights a
person can have is only when
they draw their own conclusions,
not when you just tell them to
him/her. Leadership in that sense
is the art of asking good
questions & listening actively.
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DAY.23
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I listen actively’.
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE
This morning, instead of meditation, we invite you to listen to the
sounds of silence. Stay in silence for 10 minutes. Just be. You will
experience this as a challenging, yet the best listening exercise.
‘Throughout your day invite you to listen actively during your
conversations with others. Listen as if you had to repeat with details
to someone else, the tone of the voice, the feeling, and the words.
Make notes if necessary. The goal is to make the other person feel
heard and understood.
You can also ask the person you are talking to ask one of the
following:
"if I understand it correctly.... repeat what he/she said"
him/her to repeat something if you didn’t understand.
"can you share an example?"
"how does that situation make you feel?"
Breathe. Keep eye contact.
Breathe before you reply.
Observe your mind.
Is it wondering when someone is talking to you?
What do you feel in your body when you are listening to someone's
issues?
Optionally: Today we also invite you to call or meet someone that
usually triggers you into conflict. Try to practice the above. Pause,
listen actively, observe your body and sensations. Write in your
journal any insight from this exercise.
ou
canStay word
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TODAY I CREATE
MOMENTS OF JOY.

“We are fragile creatures,
and
it
is
from
this
weakness, not despite it,
that
we
discover
the
possibility of true joy.”
― Desmond Tutu

DAY.24
other 30-50% comes down to our
conscious effort to find joy daily.
“Happiness can be successfully
pursued, but it's not 'easy'".
The hallmarks of happiness are
feeling satisfied, being engaged in
your daily activities, and finding
purpose & meaning in life.
To increase your happiness, try
volunteering, conscious breathing,
exercising, and being in nature.
Even if all the conditions are
perfect, and all lost pieces fall into
place, if you focus on the negative,
you will be able to make yourself
feel unhappy.
Every day we can find thousands
of reasons to be grateful, to see the
magic, and thousands of reasons
to hate our life, others or ourselves.
Our perspective is what defines
the level of our happiness. Life will
keep happening to us, and ups and
downs will occur. Choosing to be
grateful for every breath, being
present, and letting go of things
you cannot control are the only
secrets to true happiness.

How we experience everything that
happens in our life, depends on the
meaning we give situations. While
you might feel so unlucky because it's
raining on your wedding day, in
another culture, raining on your
wedding day is extreme luck and
someone else feels blessed.
Maybe the circumstances in your
life, your health, relationships, your job
or even economic &
political
situations make you think that you
are not in control of your emotional
state. You may feel that life is
something that it's happening to you
and you are at the mercy of
circumstances.
Research (Lyubomirsky & Sheldon)
shows that happiness is 50-70%
determined by your genes, and 10% by
your circumstances, other people, or
materialistic things, and the
ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.24
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I create moments of joy’.
Write this phrase in your journal.
Being aware of our emotional state is the first step towards
happiness. The second one is to choose happiness at the moment.
The third is to prioritize time to create moments of joy.
PRACTICE
Joy is a quality of the heart. Therefore, this morning we will focus on the
field of the heart. Listen to the "HAPPINESS" meditation.
Think of moments, people, things you are grateful for. Imagine a field
around your chest that grows in size every time you breathe in.
Throughout your day we invite you to seek & create moments of joy.
By being fully present in different ways. Breathe. Smile.
For example, by doing something, or listening to someone with your full
attention. Cooking. Eating. Playing with your kid(s) or your pet(s).
Doing an act of kindness. Calling a good friend who always makes you
laugh. Appreciating a flower or the blossom on the trees.
Or do something you loved doing as a kid. For example, to paint, draw,
dance, climb trees, jump, skate, swim etc. Whatever it is that will help you
connect with your inner sense of play & wonder. To lighten our energy.
Go through your day reminding yourself that you deserve to experience
daily moments of joy. Choose to consciously shift your attention to finding
things that bring you joy.
Reflect before you go to bed. Go through your day and write down what
brought you joy today. Connect with your heart to feel it again.
Optionally: Write down 21 things that you are grateful for.
EnJOY!!
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TODAY I CHANGE
MY GLASSES.
DAY.25
Lessons in life will be repeated until
they are learned.
We learned that our limiting beliefs
create unpleasant situations again
and again, until we pause, observe
the pattern, accept our limitations,
and change.
Karma, according to Indian and
Buddhism philosophy means that we
came to this life to experience the
lessons that we didn't learn from the
previous life.
We are stuck in these lessons, for
many lives, until we learn from our
mistakes and change.
But how do we learn and get rid of
'karma'? By taking responsibility.
Usually, we blame others for the
pain and suffering that has happened
to us, and we put ourselves in the
victim mode.
By denying the responsibility of our
life, our choices, and the limitations of
our minds, we miss the opportunity
to develop, learn, and change.

We give our power to those that we
blame for our experiences. Taking
responsibility doesn't mean it's my
fault', but 'I have the power to change
my own life.'
When we recognize and accept the
patterns in our life that keep
repeating, that hold us back, we're on
the right path.
It is all a matter of perspective. With
which glasses do you view the world?
Is the world happening to you? Is it a
struggle? and people against you?
Or is everything on your path and
opportunity to learn? Our own
mistakes are our greatest teachers if
we are able to see them that way.
What if in every situation we pause
and ask ourselves: "How has what I
believe about myself, others and the
world around me, created this
situation? The way you experience the
current moment? Am I able to say
open, shift my view & change my
glasses? By changing the way we view
the world, our world changes.

ON.PURPOSE STUDIO

DAY.25
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I change my glasses’.
Please also write this phrase in your journal.
'Our reaction to a situation literally has the power to change the
situation itself'.- Buddha
PRACTICE
‘This morning we connect with the loving-kindness within ourselves.
To soften our sense of judgement & our inner critic. Start by listening
to the 'COMPASSION' meditation. (10min)
Today we invite you to question the way you look at the world
around you. Question your thought patterns with the awareness
that you gained over the last 24 days.
Write the following steps in your journal applied to a tough
situation that you are facing right now:
1. First describe the facts of the situation as you see them.
2. Are there other possible views/alternative realities of this
situation? What are these?
3. How an observer of this situation would feel and react?
4. What kind of past experiences in life may have influenced
your feelings about/response to this situation?
5. With the awareness that you have now, what could you
see/think different about this situation?

Good luck!
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TODAY I DESIGN
MY HABITS.

"..There
is
no
big
secret. Whatever your
goal for this year is,
you can get there - as
long as you're willing
to
be
honest
with
yourself
about
the
preparation
&
work
involved. There are no
back doors, no free
rides. There's just you,
this
moment,
and
a
choice."
- Oprah Winfrey
Conscious
change
requires
honesty. Being honest about how
you feel, about what you are or
aren't doing, about what you really
want or need, and how you could
block yourself from breaking or
building those habits.

DAY.26
Why do we often avoid selfhonesty? When we are busy or
under pressure for an extensive
period of time, we shift into survival
mode. A constant state of doing;
fixing, solving, achieving & just
getting through the hurdles of the
day.
The Power of Pausing.
Pausing to be aware of what we feel
deep
down,
might
feel
counterproductive: "I don't have
time for emotions now" or "it will be
better tomorrow".
Lying to
ourselves, by ignoring or neglecting
the truth of our being, harms our
souls & self-trust. Pausing is
necessary to break the vicious cycle.

Lasting shifts in habits are driven
by intention & awareness of how
you feel, rather than rational reasons
of why it's good for you. It's about
shifting from the head to our hearts
to make it happen. To be honest,
take your needs seriously & choose
toSTUDIO
take care of yourself first.
ON.PURPOSE

DAY.26
Phrase of the day: "Today I (re)design my habits."
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE.
Today we invite you to reflect on the habits you want to build or break.
And to be honest with yourself about how you feel right now, how you
want to feel, and what can be in your way.
Ask yourself to rank the habits you want to change. Which one will
positively affect many other areas? Which shift will boost our energy level
mostly? Because changing behavioural habits (how we act, think, react
etc.) requires more energy from us. Therefore we have to make sure our
tank is fueled up first (our body).
Use the 'HABIT SHIFT TOOL' below. Start with the intended outcome and
then fill in the relevant habit you want to build or break. Be honest. Think
big. Act small. Stay curious. Trust yourself.

TODAY I CREATE A
CLEAN SLATE.
DAY.27

TO CLEAN MY MIND
When we are focused on achieving our goals, we can be distracted by things
that are on our minds, but we don’t want to think about. Gradually, this list
becomes longer, and it negatively affects our productivity and our energy
levels. It’s like a bucket that is too full, and nothing new can be added, nor old
can be reached. First, we need to clear out this top layer of unfinished task(s)
before we can move forward.
TO BE AT A HIGHER FREQUENCY
Our hearts are surrounded by a 1.5m energy field. Our energy frequency is
influenced by our emotions and thoughts. Positive emotions & thoughts are a
high frequency. Negative emotions are low frequency. The law of attraction
means that we literally attract what we are; so our frequency is key. When we
have things on our minds (or in our lives) that give us feelings of worry, guilt,
shame, anxiousness, uncertainty etc. this lowers our frequency and attract
more negativity in our lives.
TO BE KIND TO ME
Perhaps it’s the ultimate act of kindness towards ourselves to do the things
we don’t like to do, but are on your mind as “i should, I still have to, I would
like to”. If we intentionally make time to fix these things, we will worry less
afterwards. Even something we don’t like to do, can be rewarding if we do it
with a clear intention and our full attention. Using an alarm clock can help to
motivate us to stay focused for 60 min on the task at hand for example. Or to
put away our phone to finish the task without interruption. Or play our
favourite music meanwhile. Because the less we like a task the more our mind
will look for interruptions & reasons not to do it. Stay focused. Finish it, for you.
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DAY.27
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I create a clean slate'
Write this phrase in your journal.
PRACTICE #1
In which area do you need more space? Create some physical space in
your life and start by decluttering a closet or a room. Or some mental
space by doing administrative tasks you might have been avoiding.
Allocate time today to get it done.
During the day, take some time to think about what you want to let go. It
can be a behaviour, a repetitive story (bad memory), an emotion, or even a
friendship or relationship.
Visualise your life free of these unneeded things. How would you feel?
PRACTICE #2
At the end of the day write on a piece of paper what you want to let go.
Visualise your life free of these unneeded things. As if it already happened.
Take a minute to feel how that makes you feel inside the body.
Before you get rid of the unneeded, take some time to thank this
experience for making you who you are today, and say |thank you for the
lessons, I don't need you anymore.
Take the paper.
Fold the paper 4 times, in the direction away from you.
Optionally: Go to a park, lake or to the sea, or a fireplace, and throw this
paper away.
End your day with a long shower (scrub with sea salt) before you go to
bed. *The salt is cleansing the energy body and the water can be
programmed with your intention to wash off your system anything that
you don't want anymore
Feel great pride in what you did for yourself.
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I CREATE MY
RIPPLE EFFECTS
ON PURPOSE.
DAY.28
"Your
energy
is
your
currency. Spend it well.
Invest it wisely. Fill
yourself up continuously."
How much energy do you have right now?
How much did you have a month ago?
How did you spend it? How did you refuel?
Our energy speaks louder than our
words. That is the power of our being.
That's why it is a game-changer to take
responsibility for the energy you bring into
the room.
As humans what we believe, think, feel,
consume, act & react either drain or fuel
our energy or that of others. Be conscious,
and ask yourself regularly "is this worth the
energy leakage?"
Guarding your energy goes beyond
feeling good. How we feel affects how we
think & react. For example, when we feel
drained & depleted or stressed &
pressured, the smallest thing can make us
explode or implode. Being energized, on
the other hand, enables us to zoom out in
the present moment, to not take it
personally, to oversee the ripple effects of
our actions & reactions. To break the cycle.
We influence those around us. Not only
with our words, our actions, but mostly
with our being. Our energy. Our frequency.

When someone walks in all flustered,
stressed or nervous, or angry & frustrated,
we all sense it immediately. They affect
those around us. Like a dark cloud in the
room, or a nervous buzz.
Attention is love. Being fully present
during a conversation, focusing all your
energy on listening, and not getting lost in
your own thoughts, worries & insecurities.
Making an effort to truly listen, understand
and value the other person, before jumping
to conclusions or the judgement trap.
Our energy is our most precious gift to
give to another person or nature. To spend
time together, to help someone out, to truly
listen, to care. Reflect on how, what we do,
say, consume, feel, think affects ourselves
in the future, others around us, and the
natural world. Those are your ripple effects.
Do they bring you a sense of joy?
If not, then choose to change it. When
you take responsibility big changes are
created in daily moments. The power of
habits is the compilation of our daily
actions over time We become what we
repeatedly do. We can change too. Do it
not only for yourself but for the bigger
picture in your sphere of influence.
Your legacy is the daily ripple effect you
create. From making someone smile,
to helping to change the world for the
better. Whatever matters to you.
It's up to you!
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DAY.28
Phrase of the day: ‘Today I create my ripple effects on purpose'
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE
Today the cycle is completed. It's again New Moon.
In the morning listen to the 'SET INTENTIONS' meditation (10 minutes) to
set your intentions for the upcoming moon cycle:
Envision your future ideal self. The one that is fulfilled, healthy,
smiling, compassionate and has abundance in all areas of life. The
one that accepts himself but also actively works on himself to be a
better person, every day.
Focus on what you invite to let go of, and what to keep or start to
help you grow. It can be a habit, story, or belief. Whatever comes up.

Optionally: We invite you to repeat any of the practices that helped
you during these 28.DAYS. It can be a tool, a meditation or an
observation.

It's a wrap!
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I REST &
DO NOTHING.
WEEK#4
"Resting
is
a
revolutionary act."
Well done! You spent 3 weeks
observing,
zooming
out,
and
reflecting on yourself! This week treat
yourself with a slot of 'nothing' to rest
and recharge.
'Niksen' is a Dutch verb that means
"doing nothing". In our daily lives, this
is rare. We are always "so busy". It is
affecting our mental health, wellbeing, and productivity. Always
achieving. Running of our to-do list.s
Technology seduces us into being
busy too: our phones enable us to
search, read, view, do something
anytime. It makes it harder to truly
unplug.
Although actions are important to
achieve goals, we are human beings.
Sometimes it's just good to just be.
Not only to recharge our batteries but
also to solve complex problems.

Mann's (2014) research shows it
"literally makes us more creative,
better at problem-solving, better at
coming up with creative ideas.”
Just going for a walk, taking a nap,
staring out the window, taking a long
bath. Accepting the boredom. Many
brilliant scientists used this strategy
when they were stuck, like Einstein
for example.
“It takes you out of your mind, and
then you see things clearly after a
while,” stated Professor Kets de Vries
of INSEAD Paris.
It can be challenging in a culture
that prizes being busy & getting
things done, to build daily habits to do
nothing. Even if it’s just for an hour.
And if it’s doing absolutely nothing,
and just rest and be, be sure to give it
your all, as John Lennon said
beautifully “Time you enjoy wasting is
not wasted time”.
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We need to rest, to pause, and just

WEEK#4
Phrase: ‘Now I rest and do nothing’
Write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE:
Schedule a block of 2 or 3 hours where you don't do anything, and
where you can spend time undisturbed.
Find a nice spot for you to rest. We suggest going into nature, lying
down on the grass or a hammock for example.
Let your mind wander.
If you notice it goes into overthinking, write down your thoughts
into your journal.
Listen to the sounds.
Observe where you are.
Take a couple of deep breathes.
Breathe consciously.
Maybe take a nap.
Optionally use this mantra:
Breathe in: "invite a sense of calm".
Breathe out: "smile with gratitude"

And remind yourself:
"It's okay if some days all you do is breathe."
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